
ON THE STRONG LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS1

JOHN SLIVKA2 AND NORMAN C. SEVERO

1. Introduction and summary. Let (Xi) be a sequence of indepen-

dent and identically distributed random variables and let Sn = Z^n X*-

The Strong Law of Large Numbers asserts that if Xi has an expecta-

tion p., then ra_15„—>p, with probability one: hereafter it is assumed

that p. exists. More precisely, this law states that for any fixed positive

value of X, with probability one the inequality | Sn — np\ StXw will be

fulfilled for only finitely many ra-values. It is interesting to note, as

was done by Wold [8, 22], that the "finitely many ra-values" men-

tioned here is a random variable on the sample space of infinitely

long realizations of the sequence (S„). Let (Yk(k)) he the sequence of

indicator variables given by F*(X) = 1 if | Sk — kp\ =\k, and 0 other-

wise, and let JV»(X) = z2? ^(X)- Then ATM(X) = Jji" Yk(\) is precisely

the "finitely many" random variable of the Strong Law of Large

Numbers. Indeed, this law may be formulated in terms of this count-

ing variable as in the following.

Strong law of large numbers. If (Xi) is a sequence of indepen-

dent and identically distributed random variables having a finite ex-

pectation, then for any fixed positive value of X, P{NX(\)< oo } =1.

Thus, this fundamental law of probability is equivalent to the asser-

tion that Na(\) is an honest random variable or that NX(K) has a

proper distribution, and knowledge about NmQi) will provide further

insight into the nature of chance fluctuations of sums of random vari-

ables. In what follows it is shown that for fixed t^.1, the existence of

the (£+l)st moment of Xi is a sufficient condition for the existence

of the tth moment of NX(K) and that this result is in a particular

sense "best." Further, the expected value of Nm(K) is shown to lie

between o-2X~2 — 1 and a^K"2 when Xi has a normal distribution with

variance a2. Bounds on the tail probability P {NXQ\) Si/} are derived

under mild conditions on the Xi. With respect to the existence of

moments of Nx(\), the result here is to be contrasted with that of

Slivka [7] in which it is shown that even if the Xi possess moments of
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all orders the corresponding variable for the celebrated Law of the

Iterated Logarithm possesses no moments of positive order.

2. Moments. It is easily verified that the density and distribution

functions of Nm(K) tend to those of AW(X) respectively as m—*<*>.

Indeed, when A,- has finite variance it can be shown that this conver-

gence is uniform with respect to the range variable. The following

theorem provides a useful criterion for the existence of the moments

of AM(X).

Theorem 1. For any fixed t^l and X>0, the existence of A(A}+1)

is a sufficient condition for the existence of E(N'X(X)).

Proof. Defining A0(X) =0, using the notion of a telescoping sum,

and conditioning on the value of Ft(X) one may verify that for every

positive integer m

a(a!(x)) = E [e(nI(\)) - ewLiOO)]
t-1

= E A[(At_i(X) + F*(X))' - ALi(X)]
*=i

= E £[(A*_i(X) + 1)' - ALi(X) I F»(X) = 1]P{ Vk(X) = 1}
fc-l

tn

= E [k' - (k - 1)']P{ Yk(\) = 1}
it-i

since maxo£iSi_i [(# + 1)' —x'] = k' — (k — 1)' when £= 1. By the Con-

vergence Theorem in Loeve [6, 183], it follows that

A(a1(X)) g lim inf F(a1(X))

m

g lim inf E W - (* - iy]P{ F»(X) = 1}
m-*i      i_i

= J:[kt-(k-iy]p{Yk(\) = i}.
*=1

Since k' — (k — l),'~/jfe,_1, a sufficient condition for the existence of

£(ASo(X)) is the convergence of Ei" fc'^Pf F*(X) = 1}. M. Katz [5]
has shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for the converg-

ence of the latter sum is the existence of E(X't+1).
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Corollary. For any fixed X > 0, the existence of moments of all orders

of Xi is a sufficient condition for the existence of moments of all orders

of N„(K).

For general iSi 1, Theorem 1 cannot be improved upon as the fol-

lowing example for t = 1 shows. Suppose Xi has a continuous distribu-

tion function F such that F(0)=0 and 1 — F(x)~cx~2, where c is a

positive constant. Then

/t  00 f%  CO

xdF(x) = S (    s'-1[l - F(x)]dx,       8>0,

shows that all moments of positive order 5<2 of X< exist. However,

if 0 = p+\, so that /3>0, then

CO co

E(N„(\)) Si  lim E(Nm(\)) = E-P{n(X) = l} Si £ p{sk Si 0k}

CO

= £ plxi ^ 8k   for some i = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ , k}.
*-i

Employing one of Bonferroni's Inequalities stated by Feller [3, 100],

one finds that the general term of the latter sum is not less than

fa fc_i fc

IZ P{Xi Si 0k} - £   zZ  P{Xi Si 0k    and    Xj Si 0k}
»-i t-i j-i+i

= £[1 - F(0k)] ~ [hKk - 1)][1 - F(0k)]2 ~ c0~2k-K

Therefore E(N„(K)) fails to exist even though all moments of order

less than 2 of Xi exist.

3. The special case of a normal distribution. Since the central limit

theorem provides conditions under which sums of independent ran-

dom variables are asymptotically normally distributed, the special

case in which Xt has a normal distribution with mean p. and variance

<r2 is especially attractive, for then (Sn — np.)/(an112) has precisely the

standard normal distribution. For practical purposes the theorem

below provides rather precise magnitudes of E(NxQi)) in this spe-

cial case.

Theorem 2. If Xi has a normal distribution with mean pt and variance

a2, then for any p>0, p-2 — 1 ̂ E(Nca(K)) £p~* where p=X/<r, that is,

X measured in units of the standard deviation.
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Proof. If $ denotes the distribution function of the standard nor-

mal distribution, then

m m

E(Nm(\)) = E P{ Yk(\) = 1} = 2 E *(-P*1/2),
t=l k-l

where p is defined as in the theorem. By the Euler-Maclaurin sum

formula [2, 124],

E(Nm(\)) + 1 = 2 E H-Pk112)

/> m ■^-p*1'2)^ + *(0) + <J>(-pw1'2)

o

+ p I    F1(a;)a:-1'V(-p»1/2)(ix,
•J o

where </> is the density function of the standard normal distribution

and Pi(x) = [x] — x + §, [x] denoting the greatest integer not exceed-

ing x. Letting m—> °° and noting that

/I oo /» oo

^-ps1'2)^ = 4p-2 I     y[l - ^(y)]^ = p~2,
0 *^ 0

one finds that

/>    GO

Fi(»)x-1'V(-p^1/2)^.

0

Since |Pi(x)| ^i,

/» 00

x-v^px^dx
0

/»   00

y-"*r*dy = J,
o

from which the desired result follows.

An application of the preceding theorem when p = .01 shows that

E(Nx(.01cr)) lies between 9999 and 10000. Utilization of a more ex-

tended form of the Euler-Maclaurin sum formula shows that

lim,,,, |A(Aoo(po-))-(p-"2-i)|=0.

4. Tail probabilities. The large magnitude of E(NM(X)) for small

positive X when A,- has a normal distribution suggests that the count-

ing variable can often assume large values with high probability. The
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following theorem provides upper bounds on the tail probabilities of

NX(X) under mild conditions on the Xi. Note that the bound in the

first inequality is of order/-1, while that in the second, under stricter

assumptions, decreases geometrically in/. For large/ the latter bound

is more restrictive although this may well not be the case for mod-

erate j.

Theorem 3. For any positive integer j, if Xi has finite variance a2,

then P {NX(K) Si/} :g 2cr2/~1X~2, while if the moment generating function

E(exp(rXi)) of Xt exists, then P{A/„o(X) Si/} ^Bj(\), where

Bj(X) = [h(u + X)]>[1 - h(fi + X)]-1 + [h(n - X)]'[l - h(n - X)]-1

and h(a) =inf e~"TE(exp(TXi)), the infimum being taken with respect to

real values of t.

Proof. First note that P{NK(K)^j} =P{ zZ7 Yk(K) Si/}

gP{ zZ? Ft(X)>0}. If Xi has finite variance a2, then the Hajek-

Renyi inequality [4] yields

p{ 11 Yk(\) > o\ = Pisup| k-^Sk - u\  = \\

:S a2\-2 [j'1 + X) £~21 ^ 2a2/~1X-2.
L 3+1 J

Suppose now the moment generating function of Xi exists, i.e., con-

verges for all r in a neighborhood of the origin. Then, since

P{ Yk(\) = 1} = P{Sk Si k(jt + X)} + P{Sk ^k(n-\)},

Chernoff [l ] has found that for every positive integer k

(1) P{ Yk(X) = 1} g [/*(m + X)]* + [h(n - X)]*,

since X>0, where h(a) is defined in the theorem and both h(p.+\)

and h(p.—\) are less than 1. Note that if sup(X.) is finite, set

h(ii + X) = 0 if X > sup (Xi) - (i

= P{X{= sup(X,)} if X = sup(X.) - u,

with similar remarks applying to h(jjt—\) if infLX",) is finite. Thus,

from (1), one finds

P { Z r*(X) > o}  = P{ Yk(\) = 1    for some k Si /}

^EP{F*(X) = 1} ZBj(\),
i
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by performing the indicated summation.
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